
 

YEAR SIX 

    

NARRATIVE Fiction Genres 

 

Completed: 

 

 

Stories from another culture Completed: 

 

 

 

Take One  

Book’  

 

 

Completed: 

 

 

Suggested  

final written  

outcome 

A range of short stories conveying 

different genres; a genre-swap story 

(where the genre  changes from one 

paragraph to the next) 

Brief summary of work 

completed: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A single extended narrative, or several 

narratives on a similar theme, related to 

topic. 

Brief summary of work 

completed: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(extended  

book study)  

A range  

of written  

outcomes,  

linked with  

fiction/ 

non-fiction  

modules  

covered  

across the  

year 

 Brief summary 

of work 

completed: 

 

 

 

 

NON-FICTION Recount 

 

Report 

 

Completed: 

 

 

Persuasion 

 

Argument/Discussion 

 

Completed: 

 

 

Journalistic 

writing 

Explanation 

 

Completed: 

 

 

Suggested  

final written  

outcome 

Compose a  

biographical  

account based  

on research. 

Write reports as 

part of a 

presentation on a 

non-fiction 

subject. Choose 

the  

appropriate  

style and form  

of writing to  

suit a specific  

purpose and  

audience,  

drawing on  

knowledge  

of different  

non-fiction text  

types. 

Brief summary of work 

completed: 

 

 

 

 

Construct  

an argument  

in note form  

or full text  

to persuade  

others of a  

point of view  

and present  

the case to  

the class or  

a group; use  

standard  

English  

appropriately;  

evaluate its  

effectiveness 

A debate  

followed by a  

write-up which  

presents and  

evaluates the  

opinions of  

multiple differing  

viewpoints 

Brief summary of work 

completed: 

 

 

 

 

Newspaper 

articles/ 

reports. News 

broadcasts and 

radio jingles. 

Filming and 

recording. 

Could link to  

science PoS 

‘reporting and  

presenting  

findings from  

enquiries,  

including  

conclusions,  

causal  

relationships  

and  

explanations of 

and degree of  

trust in results 

Brief summary 

of work 

completed: 

 

 

 

 

POETRY Vocabulary 

building 

Structure 

Personification 

Who am I? 

Completed: 

 

 

Vocabulary  

building 

 

Structure  

monologues 

 

Completed: 

 

 

Take one poet - 

Poetry 

appreciation 

 

 Completed: 

 

 

Suggested 

outcome 

Read, write and 

perform free 

verse 

 Brief summary of work 

completed: 

 

 

 

 

Read, write and  

perform free  

verse 

Read and  

respond 

Brief summary of work 

completed: 

 

 

 

 

Research a 

particular poet. 

Personal 

responses to 

poetry 

Recite familiar 

poems by heart 

 Brief summary 

of work 

completed: 

 

 

 

 


